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Abstract

Object-oriented programming languages provide transaction behavior

by means of library classes. In enterprise level programming, transac-

tions are provided as an external feature, not available in standalone

programs. This paper introduces transactions as a �rst-class program-

ming concept, using the atomicity property of transactions to keep

the program in a consistent state. Program execution can go wrong,

leading to exceptional results and leaving objects possibly in an incon-

sistent state and as such compromising the consistency of the entire

application.

In this paper we primarily focus on the atomicity property of transac-

tions and show that the expressiveness of the programming language

is enhanced. This results in programs that are easier to read, and

moreover more robust and easier to maintain. The need for boilerplate

code, now necessary to handle exceptional cases, is reduced.
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1 Introduction

In popular languages, such as Java and the .Net languages, transaction be-
havior is provided to the developers by means of a library (Java Trans-
actions API [3], .Net System.Transactions [15]). In enterprise level program-
ming (.Net Enterprise services [17], WCF [21] and JEE [24]), transactions are
provided as an external feature, as a service added to the code. The impor-
tance of the transaction concept and object-oriented programming languages
is already long documented in the literature [27, 28]. Still, current object-
oriented programming languages lack it as a �rst-class concept [4, 8].

In this paper we introduce transactions as a �rst-class concept of an object
oriented programming language, in this case Java. We use the concept of a
transaction to enhance the expression power [6] used by developers to create
programs. We do this by introducing a keyword transactional to express
the transactional behavior of certain program elements. In this paper we
focus on the atomicity property of transactions, all other known properties
like consistency, isolation and durability are left aside [2, 7]. See section 5 for
related work on the other transactional properties consistency, isolation and
durability. By introducing transactions as a �rst class concept we aim to use
them without focusing on how the application will be deployed. The trans-
actional property of the program elements results in more robust programs,
as described in Section 2.4.

In Section 2 we explain why transactions as �rst-class concepts help develop-
ers express their intend. Next, in Section 3, the transactional keyword is
evaluated. First we evaluate the keyword using a number of principal cases,
later we evaluate it using a case study. Finally, we explain how the e�ects
of the keyword are tested. Section 4 explains how the keyword is added to
the Java language and how it is implemented for use in the case study. Re-
lated work is reviewed in Section 5, and future directions of this research are
provided in Section 6.

2 Concept

2.1 Problem Statement

We start with an illustration that looks harmless and is implemented in a
common way. The sample uses a method that mutates the implicit object.
If all goes well, this method ends normally and it changes the implicit ob-
ject. But there are a number of circumstances where things can go wrong,
leaving the implicit object in an inconsistent state. None of the possible
abnormal cases are explicitly described in a throws clause or in comments



public void m(int v)

this.f += v;

this.g[v] = 1/v; }

Figure 1: Possibly Faulting Method

in Figure 1. This shows that the developer expected only the nominal re-
sult as valid outcome. The runtime environment ensures us that in those
situations where the nominal result cannot be reached, the caller is signaled
by an exception. Since this paper focuses on the transactional behavior of
methods, we enumerate these exceptions. Firstly, when the argument v is
zero a DivisionByZero exception is thrown. Secondly, when the value of v
is outside the valuable range of the array g[ ], an ArrayIndexOutOfBounds

exception is thrown. Thirdly, a NullPointer exception is thrown when the
instance variable g was not properly initialized. Fourthly, if the implementa-
tion supports over�ow checking, as is the case in .Net, an IntegerOverflow

exception is thrown when the attribute f over�ows. And �nally, when this
application becomes distributed, networking exceptions can occur. The nice
thing about an exception is that it tells the caller that the method was not
able to execute correctly for a speci�c reason. But, the one thing all these
exceptions have in common is that they all leave the object in an inconsistent
state, possibly jeopardizing the entire application.

2.2 Defensive Programming

A �rst way to solve this problem is to implement the method in accordance
to defensive programming [16], see Figure 2. The nominal case will only start
after we checked all possible exceptions. This way, the objective of making
sure the state of the implicit object stays valid, is reached since we check
all possible exceptions before executing any state changes. It is not always

public void m(int v){

if ((((this.g == null)

|| ( !isValidArrayIndexFor(g,v))

|| ( v == 0))

|| ( this.f < (Integer.MAX_VALUE - v)))

throw IllegalArgumentException();

this.f += v;

this.g[v] = 1/v; }

Figure 2: Defensive Programming Method

acceptable, or even possible, to exhaustively check every possible fault. For
instance, networking problems resulting in exceptions, are impossible to pre-



vent. On the other hand, some pre conditions could not yet be discovered,
leading to undetected exceptional cases. Moreover, this implementation will
reduce speed in those cases where the nominal result is reached.

2.3 Nominal programming

Another way of solving this problem is by implementing this method nom-
inally, as illustrated in Figure 3, and having a run time system to check
whether the pre conditions are met. We expect a caller to respect all pre
conditions that are set on the method, this way avoiding the exceptions to
occur. But current programming languages lack support to formally describe

/** @pre this.g is effective

* @pre v in [0..g.length[

* @pre v != 0

* @pre this.f < (Integer.MAX_VALUE - v) */

public void m(int v){

this.f += v;

this.g[v] = 1/v; }

Figure 3: Nominal Implemented Method

this preconditions, as well as to check that these preconditions are met at run
time. This strategy, as the strategy in Section 2.2, also expects the developer
to think about all possible faults.

2.4 Using the Transactional keyword

To make things simpler for the developer we introduce transactions as a �rst-
class concept, as illustrated in Figure 4. The transaction concept behaves as

public transactional void m(int v){

this.f += v;

this.g[v] = 1/v; }

Figure 4: Transactional Possibly Faulting Method

the delimiter of a unit of work [26] that should be executed in an all or
nothing manner. The semantic behavior of this transactional keyword
is that in the nominal case the method behaves the same as without the
keyword. In case of any exception occurring during the method execution,
the transactional keyword states that the implicit object is left in the
same state as before the method is called. The developer can still decide to
handle some exceptions explicitly, depending on the context of the method



he will state some exceptional cases. And even when stated explicitly, the
transaction concept sets back the original state. The �nal result is that the
developer gets an easier way to implement more robust programs. Although
we do not prevent the exceptions from occurring, at least we make sure the
implicit object is left in a consistent state.

3 Evaluation of the Transactional Keyword

3.1 Evaluation Using Principal Cases

3.1.1 Base Class

The base class used for this case study is implemented as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.

+getState() : int

+setState(in state : int) : void

+getOtherState() : int

+setOtherState(in otherState : int) : void

+getReadOnlyState() : int

+random() : int

-state : int

-otherState : int

-readOnlyState : int

ValueState

Figure 5: ValueState Class

This class encapsulates three attributes, accessed using the property concept.
The properties state and otherState are read/write properties, we will
change the state property in the following samples non-deterministically.
The samples do not change the otherState property, tests will assert the
value is unchanged in compliance to the inertia axiom on mutators [1]. The
methods changing the state property will throw exceptions if the value
crosses its acceptable range.The third property readOnlyState is a read-
property, we will use it during the test to assert the transactional concept
handles read only properties.

3.1.2 Simple Method

We start with a method incrementState, illustrated in Figure 6. The method
changes the state of the implicit object. Since the state changes non-deter-
ministically, there is a possibility that an AbortException is thrown. In
this case the common implementation leaves the implicit object in an invalid
state.



/** @throws AbortException not(new.getState() in [0..10]) */

public void incrementState() throws AbortException {

setState(getState() + random());

if ((getState() < 0) || (getState() > 10))

throw new AbortException("State crosses boundaries 0..10");

}

Figure 6: Common Implementation of incrementState

We could improve this implementation by using the strategy illustrated in
Figure 7. Note the comments, instead of using a @throws Javadoc-tag, we
now use an @throwsClean Javadoc-tag to specify the state of the implicit
object is unchanged in case of an AbortException.

/** @throwsClean AbortException not(new.getState() in [0..10]) */

public void incrementState() throws AbortException {

int oldState = getState();

setState(oldState + random());

if ((getState() < 0) || (getState() > 10)) {

setState(oldState);

throw new AbortException("State crosses boundaries 0..10");

} }

Figure 7: Clean Implementation of incrementState

The version using the using the transactional keyword, as illustrated in
Figure 8, takes the best of both worlds. It uses the common code implemen-
tation of Figure 6, while maintaining the @throwsClean contract of the clean
implementation of Figure 7.

/** @throwsClean AbortException not(new.getState() in [0..10]) */

public transactional void incrementState() throws AbortException {

setState(getState() + random());

if ((getState() < 0) || (getState() > 10))

throw new AbortException("State crosses boundaries 0..10"); }

Figure 8: Transactional Implementation of incrementState

3.1.3 Nested Method, Same Object

In this section we evaluate the use of nested methods within the same class,
as illustrated in Figure 9. Only the nested method changes the state of the



+...() : ...

+nested() : void

+nesting() : void

-... : ...

NestedMethods

void nesting( ) throws AbortException {

nested();

if ( random() == 2 )

throw new AbortException("Nesting");

}

Figure 9: Nested Methods

implicit object, but both the nesting and the nested method throw an Abort-

Exception 20% of the time. During testing the non-deterministic nesting
method is called a number of times, using the strategy described in Sec-
tion 3.3. We evaluate the e�ect of the occurrence of the transactional key-
word in both non-deterministic methods, by means of enough test cycles.
The di�erent evaluated scenario's are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Nested Methods: State of the implicit Object when Exception is Thrown

nested nesting Exception in object state remark

- - nested inconsistent

- - nesting inconsistent

- transactional nested consistent surrounding

- transactional nesting consistent match

transactional transactional nested consistent match

transactional transactional nesting consistent match

transactional - nested consistent match

transactional - nesting inconsistent mismatch

The �rst two rows illustrate the common implementation for Figure 9, result-
ing in an inconsistent state. On the third row the nesting method is made
transactional, but the exception is thrown in the nested method. The nested
method will already have changed the object's state, but the transactional
property of the nesting method will set back the state due to the thrown ex-
ception. Rows four till seven are all cases in which there is a match between
the place where the exception is thrown, and the transactional property of
the corresponding method. The bottom row is the only inconsistent row
when using the transactional property. Even this situation is not surprising
since the nested method runs in accordance to its transactional property.
The developer chooses not to use the transactional behavior on the nesting



method, thus leaving the object in an inconsistent state on exception.

3.1.4 Composition

To illustrate the problems occurring in object composition, we use a con-
�guration as illustrated in Figure 10. The incrementState method in the

void incrementState( ) 

throws AbortException {

getPart().incrementState();

} +getState() : int

+setState(in state : int) : void

+getOtherState() : int

+setOtherState(in otherState : int) : void

+getReadOnlyState() : int

+random() : int

+incrementState() : void

-state : int

-otherState : int

-readOnlyState : int

Part

+getPart() : Part

+incrementState() : void

-part : Part

Whole

1 1

Figure 10: Composition of Objects

Whole object calls the incrementState method on the Part-object. Both
methods can throw exceptions, thus leaving the Part object possibly in an
inconsistent state. Again we can write out all the di�erent combinations
of applying the transactional property to both incrementState methods.
Since this table looks very similar to Table 1 in Section 3.1.3, we leave it out
of his paper. The dissimilarity between this Section and the Section 3.1.3, is
noted in how the state of the objects is reset. In Section 4 we explain how the
state is recursively reset for all connected objects of a transactional method.

3.1.5 Overriding Methods

In the common implementation of Figure 11inconsistent object state can oc-
cur when the overriding method changes the state and throws an exception.
When using specialization to override methods in subclasses, care must be
taken to respect the substitution principle of Liskov [14]. As illustrated in
Table 2, when the base class implementation is not transactional, the ex-
tended class developer has the option to implement the overriding method
transactional based on the fact if he wants the transactional property. If
the overriding method is implemented transactional, the post conditions are
strengthened, which is still in accordance with the substitution principle.



+getState() : int

+setState(in state : int) : void

+getOtherState() : int

+setOtherState(in otherState : int) : void

+getReadOnlyState() : int

+random() : int

+incrementState() : void

-state : int

-otherState : int

-readOnlyState : int

Base

+incrementState() : void

Extended

Figure 11: Overriding Methods in Subclasses

But when the base class is already implemented transactional, the overrid-
ing method must also be implemented transactional. This is not so obscure,
and can be compared with the visibility modi�er. The compiler warns the
developer that it is not allowed to reduce the visibility of methods in sub-
classes, in the same way the compiler warns that it is not allowed to override
a transactional method with a non transactional implementation.

Table 2: Overriding Methods: State of the Implicit Object when an Exception is

Thrown
Base Extended object state remark

- - inconsistent

- transactional consistent strenghtened

transactional transactional consistent Liskov

transactional - - not allowed

3.2 Evaluation Using the Case Study

The transactional concept is used in a medium sized case study, only a brief
description is given here. Inserting class diagrams of this case study in the
paper is useless since it contains more than seventy di�erent business classes.
The case study is backed up by more than thirty test classes, to verify the
correct functioning. The java source code contains 16 KLOC [22], of which
more than half are executable source lines of code. The .Net version of this
project has an equivalent size.

The case study provides the core of an application to support the organiza-



tion of events. The events take di�erent forms such as one time happenings,
repeating lectures, or even multi day courses. Every event can have ad-
ditional physical material as books, CD's or DVD-recordings. Also digital
contents are added to the events, such as downloadable �les and web links.
Events are registered in activity calendars. The same event can occur multi-
ple times in di�erent locations with di�erent content providers, since depend-
ing on the locations the amount of available seats di�ers. When a location
is completely booked, participants are informed of alternative locations and
registered in the according waiting list. There is a user registration system,
registering administrator, members and non-members. Users can provide
the organization with a number of payment methods. User registrations are
tracked so the system can send noti�cations, to inform them of new events,
to notify them to pay their bills or to remind them of their registration to
a speci�c event. The case study contains logging functionality and o�ers a
conceptual representation of a banking system.

The use of the transactional concept in this case study shows that the code
is made more readable and easier to maintain. Instead of writing code using
the nominal programming strategy of Section 2.3, the developer can leave out
most of the pre conditions. Using the transactional keyword, he now reduces
the pre conditions to the application speci�c ones. This way, making his code
easier to read and to maintain. When code is developed using the defensive
programming strategy of Section 2.2, the same e�ect is reached. Moreover,
the transactional concept reduces the number of checks on method startup.
By using the transactional keyword in both strategies the code is reduced,
without compromising the correct behavior. The atomic property guarantees
the consistent state of the objects in use. A new performance degradation of
the application is noticed, because snapshots are taken when transactional
methods launch. These snapshots are only valuable when the method ends
with an exception, depending on how often this happens the degradation is
worthwhile.

3.3 Testing non-Deterministic Methods

One of the goals of the introduction of the transactional concept is to produce
more reliable software. Software testing is a strategy to prove the reliability
of this software. For this reason all concepts described in Section 3.1 and
Section 3.2 are backed up by tests. The xUnit framework is used to create
the tests. This framework typically uses a series of input values and veri�es if
the calculated results are in accordance with the expected results. Since we
introduced the transactional concept to make sure the implicit object stayed
consistent even during exceptional circumstances, a di�erent approach for
testing is used. In the tests backing the evaluation of the transactional



keyword, the focus is shifted to the fact that the object stays consistent.
This is the reason why we choose to call a non-deterministic transactional
method during the tests. By using a random generator we introduce a trans-
actional method that throws exceptions in 20% of its executions. Each time
the transactional method gets called, the test veri�es that in normal behav-
ior the expected result is reached. Usually test methods call the method
they test only once. We called the non-deterministic methods a number of
times, in each iteration verifying the state of the implicit object. The state
of this object thus changes during each iteration, but if an exception was
thrown, the state should be the same as the previous iteration. For one of
the transactional keyword evaluations this is illustrated in Figure 12. The
�gure contains a reduced form of the test template.

@Test public void template(SimpleState myObj) {

int current = myObj.getState();

for (int i=0; i<NON_DETERMINISTIC; i++) {

try {

myObj.incrementState();

nrNoExcep++;

assertTrue(abs(myObj.getState()-current)<= 5);

current = myObj.getState();

} catch (AbortException exception) { nrExcep++; }

assertEquals(current, myObj.getState()); }

assertEquals(NON_DETERMINISTIC,nrNoExcep + nrExcep);

}

Figure 12: Template for Testing non-Deterministic Methods

4 Transactional Implementation

The transactional keyword is added to the Java language in a way that can
be compared with the strategy used by Sun c© to add new language features
to Java. Instead of changing the virtual machine and adding new byte code
constructs for new language features, the language features are translated
into previous byte code with the same semantic result. In analogy, we trans-
lated the Java code with the new keyword transactional in traditional Java
code to be executed on the regular Java virtual machines.

The implementation can be divided in two parts. First, the transactional
keyword is de�ned by introducing the annotation @transactional. Second,
an aspect [13] intercepts this keyword during execution to insert the transac-
tional behavior. In the documentation of transactional methods the @throws
clause is replaced with an @throwsClean to elucidate the new semantics.



The aspect injects an automatic rollback mechanism before the exception is
thrown to the caller. By using a before advice, a deep clone [16] snapshot is
taken of the current state. When an exception is thrown, an after throwing
advice resets all mutable state to the snapshot. We did not avoid the excep-
tion to occur, since it has a semantic reason, but at least we made sure the
state is set back to an expected correct value.

The snapshot only captures the mutable state, and only this mutable state
is set back in case of an exception. The way we detect mutable state is by
following a property model. If no setter is available for a certain �eld, we
infer the underlying �eld is not mutable. So for every setter, we �rst call
the getter on the source object and then call the setter on the destination
object. In case of composition, recursion makes sure the referenced state is
captured. The current implementation does not take circular references into
account.

5 Related Work

In his work about the atomic keyword as an extension to the Java program-
ming language [9, 10, 11] Tim Harris introduces what he calls language-based
or lightweight transactions. This work on transactions mainly focuses on
their isolation property, to support the scaling of data structures to multi-
processor systems. The work builds on designs for critical regions and con-
currency control features from typical concurrent languages. Our paper on
the other hand, focuses on the atomicity property of transactions. We give
the developer more expressiveness, where the atomic keyword pushes the
developer to think about how his application will be deployed.

The work from Algis Rudys [25] uses transactions to restart previously ter-
minated code. Using byte code rewriting in Java, an implementation of this
concept is given. The work looks at the isolation property of transactions
by introducing locking code on object level. The work introduces operat-
ing system-style process semantics to terminate and restart pieces of code
that are misbehaving. The transaction concept in our paper misses a way to
restart the code. However, at the moment of this writing, the retry semantics
with guard conditions is conceptualized.

The Timor programming language supports what they call object-oriented
transactions [12]. They introduce replicas of objects to provide the object
isolation in concurrent method execution. As in our implementation they
work with a shadow object that is copied back into the target object when
the transaction aborts. Their main focus is on the integration of a transaction
manager within the program, we think developers should not be concerned
with transaction managers and their implications on language semantics.



6 Future Work

We see a number of future extensions for this transactional keyword. Ap-
plying the keyword at class level, speci�es that all methods are transactional,
with resulting e�ects in specialized subclasses. Applying the keyword on
a formal parameter, implies the parameter is changed consistently or not
changed at all.

We can extend the transactional concept with retry semantics, giving the
developer the possibility to re-execute the method on exception. Together
with this retry semantic the developer needs a way to specify guard clauses,
so the re-execution does not lead to an in�nite loop.

Finally concepts from advanced transactions [5] can be delivered as program-
ming features. These concepts include compensation, long running transac-
tions [23] and nested transactions [18, 19, 20].

7 Conclusion

We started this paper by �rst explaining why we needed an extra keyword to
express atomic behavior in method execution. We showed through evaluation
of principal cases that the keyword transactional has �xed semantics in
di�erent scenarios. The event booking system evaluated that the keyword is
helpful in a midsized case study and automatic testing veri�ed the software
behaved as expected.

Further investigation is still possible, e.g. to use also more advanced features
of transactions such as compensation and nesting. The keyword transac-

tional already gives the developer great power to express his intent. This
leads to programs that are easier to read, and therefore also easier to main-
tain.
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